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Abstract 
In formal approaches to commonsense reasoning about actions. the Ramification Problem denotes 
the problem of handling indirect effects which implicitly derive from so-called state constraints. 
We pursue a new distinction between two kinds of state constraints which will be proved crucially 
important for solving the general Ramification Problem. Steady constraints never, not even for an 
instant, cease being in force. As such they give rise to truly instantaneous indirect effects of actions. 
Stddizing state constraints, on the other hand, may be suspended for a short period of time after 
an action has occurred. Indirect effects deriving from these constraints materialize with a short lag. 
This hitherto neglected distinction is shown to have essential impact on the Ramification Problem: if 
stabilizing state constraints interact, then approaches not based on so-called causal propagation prove 
defective. But causal propagation, too, is shown to risk producing anomalous models, in case steady 
and stabilizing indirect effects are propagated indiscriminately. Motivated by these two observations, 
we improve the theory of causal relationships and its Fluent Calculus axiomatization, which both are 
methods of causal propagation, so as to properly handle the distinction between steady and stabilizing 
constraints. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Kqword.c: Temporal reasoning; Ramification Problem: Causality 
1. Introduction 
In formal systems for reasoning about actions, the Ramification Problem denotes the 
problem of handling indirect effects [4]. These effects are not explicitly represented in 
action specifications but follow from laws, stute constraints, which formalize general 
dependencies among components of the world state. State constraints are static by nature: 
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they constrain the space of world states to those which obey the laws of physics. But 
common sense also gains insights about dynamics, said indirect effects, from these 
constraints. If we learn, for example, that some light bulb is on if and only if the adjacent 
switch is closed (static knowledge), then we expect that light turns on and off as a side effect 
of toggling the switch (dynamic knowledge). This seems a straightforward conclusion. 
but a decade of research devoted to the Ramification Problem revealed how difficult it 
can be to determine the extent to which state constraints give rise to indirect effects of 
actions. The difficulty arises from the qualitative gap between evidential knowledge, which 
state constraints provide, and causal knowledge, which state constraints do not include 
per se. 
An example for a basic insight along this line is that certain state constraints give rise 
to additional, implicit preconditions of actions rather than to indirect effects 15,131. This 
led to the distinction between rami$cation and qualification constraints. To which of these 
two categories a particular constraint belongs, is part of the domain knowledge and cannot 
be guessed from its mere syntactic structure. Any specification should therefore provide 
this information for each constraint in order to prevent wrong conclusions about indirect 
effects. 
In this paper we pursue yet another distinction between two kinds of state constraints, 
which so far have received uniform treatment in literature. Namely, our concern is 
to separate what we call steady from stahiliz,ing constraints. The former formalize 
dependencies which cannot possibly cease to hold, not even for the tiniest fraction of time. 
An example for this type of constraints is the fact that a physical object never occupies 
two distinct locations. It is impossible to bring about a situation where for an instant this 
is not true. Stabilizing constraints, on the other hand, generally hold in all states, too, but 
may be suspended for a moment immediately after the performance of an action, in which 
case they soon get reinstalled as the new state stabilizes (hence the name). An example is 
the fact that a windowless room is stuffy iff all its ventilation ducts are blocked. Here it is 
possible to bring about a situation where the state constraint does not hold, at least for an 
instant: if the room is full of fresh air and we block the last remaining free duct, then for 
a short period of time all ducts are blocked with the room still not being stuffy. So for a 
moment the constraint ceases being in force. 
Steady and stabilizing state constraints have coexisted ever since the first recognition 
of the Ramification Problem. ’ Both kinds may give rise to indirect effects: if we move 
some object to a new location, then we expect that it no longer occupies the old one. 
This is a consequence of the aforementioned law that two distinct locations is one too 
many for an object. Likewise, if we block all the ventilation ducts, then we expect that 
as a side effect the room gets stuffy. However, there is obviously a qualitative difference 
between the indirect effects triggered by steady and those triggered by stabilizing state 
constraints. Namely, the latter materialize not without delay, tiny and imperceptible as it 
might be, as opposed to indirect effects deriving from steady constraints, which occur truly 
instantaneously. This raises the question whether the difference in nature between steady 
and stabilizing constraints is not relevant to the Ramification Problem. 
? In fact. the two example constraints just mentioned were taken from [4] 
-Switch1 l-----w Swit ch2 
TDetect 
Fig. I. An electric circuit consisting of three binary switches; a light bulb: II relay. which, if activated, attracts 
Swi tch2: and a device which registers an activation of the light bulb (this device combines a phototransistor 
and fliptlop). It is asumed that the detector stays activated forever onct: it wag triggered. Its current state shall be 
-Detect (that is. no action of light has occurred yet). 
Indeed it is crucially important, for two reasons. First. the correct modeling of stabilizing 
indirect effects requires so-called causal propagation, as pursued in [ 19,2 I]; 3 standard 
minimization-based approaches to the Ramification Problem, such as [2,9,12,14.15,20], 
are insufficient, even though some of them are based on an explicit notion of causality. This 
follows from an observation we already made in [21] and which we repeat here because it is 
much better understood in the light of the distinction between steady and stabilizing effects, 
and also because it implies that the results in this paper matter. Consider the electric circuit 
depicted in Fig. 1, which is an elaboration of a well-known benchmark [l l] for solutions 
to the Ramification Problem. The six relevant components are represented by six time- 
dependent atomic propositions, orjurrzts, whose initial states each shall be as indicated 
in Fig. 1 by the corresponding fluent literal. Four state constraints formalize the various 
physical relations among the components: 
Switckll A Switch2 G Light 
Switckrl~ Switch3 I= Relay 
R.elay > YSwitchZ 
(1) 
Light> Detect 
All of these constraints are stabilizing and thus give rise to stabilizing indirect effects: if, 
for instance. swi tchl gets closed in the state depicted, then light will turn on with a tiny 
time delay. Likewise, the relay will need a short time to get activated. Once it will be active. 
it is going to attract Switch2, also not without a short lag. Finally, if the bulb turns on. 
then for an instant the detector will still be off before it registers the light. 
Now, suppose we close Swi tchl in the state shown in Fig. 1. What is the expected 
outcome? Obviously, the relay gets activated and, thu;, attracts Switch2. Hence. the 
latter is open in the finally resulting state. Notice. however. that as soon as the first switch 
is closed, the sub-circuit involving the light bulb gets closed, too. This may activate the 
light bulb for an instant, that is. before Swit:ch2 jumps its position as a consequence 
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of activating the relay. If this is indeed the case, then this short-time activation might be 
registered by the photo device, in which case the latter would be activated forever. Hence, 
while it is clear that the relay is activated, Swi tch2 is open, and the light bulb is off in the 
resulting state, it may or may not be the case that Detect becomes true. Therefore our 
circuit may end up in either of two possible resulting states, viz. 
(a) SwitchlAlSwitch2r\Switch3ARelayA-Light A-Detect 
(b) Switchl A-Switch2ASwitch3r\RelayA-Light ADetect 
The circuit thus exhibits a nondeterministic behavior. In particular, no conclusion can be 
made concerning the resulting truth-value of fluent Detect, Notice that the first one of 
the possible successor states is strictly closer to the initial state of the circuit than the 
second one (that is, the first one can be obtained by a strict subset of fluent changes). 
The significance of this observation lies in the fact that nonpropagation approaches to the 
Ramification Problem, e.g., [2,9,12,14,15,20], entail the overly credulous conclusion that 
-Detect holds after closing Swi tchl. The reason is that in all of the cited methods all 
obtained indirect effects need to be justified, on the basis of an action’s direct effects, with 
respect to either the initial or the final state. But fluent Detect possibly becoming true 
cannot be gathered from the initial state (in which Light is false) nor from the overall 
resulting state (in which Light is false again). Rather the nonminimal possible successor 
state, (b), is obtained by a sequence of (stabilizing) effects . . . , E;. , E,;, . . , Ek, . . in 
which Ej ‘exploits’ the temporary violation of some constraint after E; and prior to &k. 4 
The aforementioned approaches ignore the possibility of E; being ‘inserted’, and so entail 
erroneous conclusions to the effect that Fj = Detect cannot possibly occur. 
Our example scenario reveals a general deficiency of most existing approaches to the 
Ramification Problem when it comes to modeling stabilizing indirect effects: during the 
process of stabilizing. many interesting situations may temporarily arise, which all are 
necessarily missed if the mere initial and finally resulting states are used for reference. One 
might argue that the light detector coming on in our example would be an effect without 
cause since neither the initial nor the final state contains a justification for this. However, 
it lies in the nature of stabilizing constraints that they can be momentarily violated in 
actual states-states which are unstable but may occur in reality for a very short period of 
time. Thus an effect is well justified which materializes in the course of state stabilization 
due to the temporary appearance of a cause. Getting our example right, and in general 
handling nested stabilizing effects appropriately, therefore requires to somehow compute 
ramifications step-by-step by establishing intermediate states. s This is the paradigm of 
causal pr~~~agation [ 19,2 11, by which ramifications are computed separately, one after 
another, and so causal chains are suitably accounted for. In this way it is possible to 
formally mimic the above reasoning process that led to the two possible resulting successor 
states 1211. 
’ The three etlect c, , c,, and ok are, respectively, light turns on. detector is activated. light turns off again. 
‘A radical alternative consequence that could be drawn from our observation is to ban \tabiliLing state 
constraints from the Ramification Problem altogether. This. however. \eem\ not to be in accordance with many 
existing works on this research topic, Here i\ a (surely incomplete) list of related publications in which at least 
one constraint OCCLW which had to be categorized as stabilizing: [2,4.6.Y.l3j. 
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7Stain 
-qInTheAir(Lhs) /--A lInTheAir@hs) 
OnTheGround(Lhs) 
/ _ 'U OnTheGround(Rhs) 
Fig. 2. A bowl filled with soup is standing on a table. The soup spills out and produces a stain it’ the table is 
lifted on one hand side but not the other. Nothing of this \ort is expected when lifting up the table on both sides 
simultaneously. 
While existing methods of causal propagation thus handle interacting stabilizing state 
constraints correctly, the qualitative difference between steady and stabilizing indirect 
effects raises a new challenge for these approaches. The following simple scenario shows 
that anomalous models may be produced if our distinction between the two kinds of 
state constraints is not respected: suppose a bowl well filled with soup is standing on a 
rectangular table; see Fig. 2. Whenever the left hand side of the table is lifted up but not the 
right hand side (or vice versa), then the spilling soup stains the tablecloth. If, on the other 
hand, both sides are lifted up simultaneously, then the soup stays in the bowl. 6 Suppose 
given the following five fluents to describe the various states in this domain: 
OnTheGround(Lhs). OnTheGround(Rhs). InTheAir(Lhs). 
InTheAir(Rhs), Stain 
Propositions OnTheGround(.r) and InTheAir(x), respectively, shall be true if side .Y 
of the table is currently down (respectively up), and Stain shall be true if the tablecloth 
is currently stained. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that at any time each side of the 
table is either on the ground or in the air. We then have these two state constraints: 
VX. OnTheGround(x) = -InTheAir(x) (2) 
(InTheAir(Lhs) $ InTheAir(Rhs)) > Stain (3) 
The second one says that there is a stain whenever one but not the opposite side of the table 
is in the air. To which of our two categories do these constraints belong? The first one is 
steady, for it is impossible, even for an instant, that a side of the table is both on the ground 
and in the air. The second one is stabilizing, for the stain is produced only after a short 
delay once the two sides of the table are brought into different positions. 
Both our two state constraints give rise to a number of indirect effects. Fluents 
OnTheGround and InTheAir being tightly coupled, whenever an action occurs that 
changes the truth value of an instance of one of them. then the respective instance of the 
other one changes accordingly as a side effect. Our second constraint, if read causally, 
says that any action additionally causes a stain in the tablecloth if it first causes the left 
hand side of the implication becoming true. Throughout this paper, we will formalize such 
’ Thi< vxnario originates in an example from 1171. In the l’ollowing we use a novel version thereof; for the ake 
ot argument. 
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causal knowledge of indirect effects by so-called causal relatiotzships as defined in [2 11. 
Their general format is E causes Q if @, which should be read as: if context 0 holds after the 
occurrence of a direct or indirect effect E, then the additional indirect effect Q is caused. ’
The various causal relationships that hold in our example thus are the following: * 
-OnTheGround(x) causes InTheAir(x) 
OnTheGround(x) causes yInTheAir(x) 
InTheAir(x) causes -OnTheGround(x) 
-InTheAir(x) causes OnTheGround(x) 
if T 
if T 
if T 
if T 
(4) 
InTheAir(Lhs) causes Stain if -InTheAir(Rhs) 
InTheAir(Rhs) causes Stain if -InTheAir(Lhs) 
-InTheAir(Rhs) causes Stain if InTheAir(Lhs) 
-InTheAir(Lhs) causes Stain if InTheAir(Rhs) 
Relationship InTheAir(Lhs) causes Stain if -InTheAir(Rhs), for instance, 
indicates that any action with effect InTheAir(Lhs) while -InTheAir(Rhs) holds, 
has Stain as an indirect effect. Notice that the first four causal relationships describe 
indirect effects which occur without lag since they derive from a steady constraint. Deriving 
from a stabilizing constraint, the bottom four relationships each describe an indirect effect 
with a short delay. 
Now, suppose the current state be that the table is standing firmly on the floor and there 
is no stain, i.e., 
OnTheGround(Lhs) A -InTheAir(Lhs) A OnTheGround(Rhs) 
A -InTheAir(Rhs) A -Stain 
as depicted in Fig. 2. Suppose further that we lift up both the left hand side and the 
right hand side of the table simultaneously so that afterwards neither of the two sides 
is down any longer. This action can thus be characterized by the two direct effects 
-OnTheGround(Lhs) and -OnTheGround(Rhs). So the preliminary result of our 
action, where no indirect effects have yet been generated, is: 
-OnTheGround(Lhs) A -InTheAir(Lhs) A -OnTheGround(Rhs) 
A -InTheAir(Rhs) A -Stain 
Proceeding with adjusting according to possible indirect effects of our action, we see 
that InTheAir(Lhs) should become true as a side effect of -OnTheGround(Lhs). 
7 Notice the distinction between triggering effect F, which is a Ruent literal that must have become true in order 
for the causal relationship to ‘tire’, and context @, which merely has to hold, regardless of whether it just came 
about or was true all the time. Dividing the condition for the occurrence of an indirect effect into two components 
matches the distinction often made in philosophical accounts of causality between so-called “triggering” and 
“predisposal” causes. 
* Below. T denotes a tautology. 
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Formally this follows from the topmost causal relationship of (4). Accommodating this 
effect results in 
A-InTheAir(Rhs)A -Stain 
As for the next step, the most natural thing to do would be to likewise change 
lInTheAir(Rhs) to InTheAir(Rhs) as a side effect of -OnTheGround(Rhs). The 
result would be that the two sides of the table are both in the air, no longer on the ground, 
and that no stain has been produced-the only reasonable conclusion in this scenario. But 
if we take a look at our causal relationships, then we see that we could ‘squeeze in’ the 
indirect effect that the tablecloth gets stained! This is so because all conditions are satisfied 
for the application of the fifth one of our causal relationships in (4): InTheAir(Lhs) 
occurred as (indirect) effect while -InTheAir(Rhs) still holds. So doing we obtain 
A-InTheAir(Rhs)A Stain 
If afterwards we resolve the conflict still present of having both -OnTheGround(Rhs) 
and -InTheAir(Rhs), then the final result is a state which satisfies 
-OnTheGround(Lhs)r\InTheAir(Lhs)A-OnTheGround(Rhs) 
AInTheAir(Rhs)A Stain 
We have thus found a chain of deductions which comes to the unexpected conclusion that 
the tablecloth become stained. 
Recalling the discussion at the beginning. it is quite obvious what is responsible for 
the undesired conclusion. Our mistake was to mix indirect effects triggered by steady 
state constraints with those triggered by stabilizing ones. In particular we should not have 
generated the effect Stain. which occurs only after a short delay, before accounting for 
the instantaneous effect InTheAir(Rhs). 
This example, and in particular the undesired conclusion, shows that it might be vital 
to know the category, steady or stabilizing, a state constraint belongs to. In the following, 
we illustrate exemplarily, on the basis of a concrete approach to the Ramification Problem 
that uses causal propagation, how to exploit this information in order to avoid erroneous 
conclusions like the above. Basically, what needs to be guaranteed is that never an?, indirect 
effect that occurs with a short lag is generated until all effects deriving from steady state 
constraints have been accounted for. In the next section. we introduce the distinction 
between steady and stabilizing constraints into the formal theory of causal relationships 
as described in [21]. Afterwards we present a correspondingly elaborated strategy for 
axiomatizing action domains with ramifications by means of the Fluent Calculus. In 
the concluding discussion, we contrast ramifications with delayed effects, a topic which 
naturally arises when considering stabilizing state constraints. 
2. Steady versus stabilizing causal relations 
The theory of causal relationship has been developed to address the Ramification 
Problem in a causality-oriented way. In the following we integrate the distinction between 
steady and stabilizing state constraints. This distinction passes on to the various causal 
relationships, and we extend the existing theory so as to suitably reflect this distinction. 
A basic ingredient of the theory is the concept of a ,ji’umt, which describes time- 
dependent properties, sometimes of entities: e.g., Stain or OnTheGround(Lhs) etc. 
A ground jluent literal is a fluent or its negation. We say that a set of ground fluent 
literals is inconsistent if it contains a fluent along with its negation. A stutr is a max- 
imal consistent set of ground fluent literals. The elements of an underlying set of flu- 
ents can be considered atoms for constructing formulas using the standard connectives 
of classical first-order logic, including quantifiers, where the variables range over the un- 
derlying set of entities. The notion of fluent formulas being trur in a state 5’ is based 
on defining a ground fluent literal L to be true if and only if L E S. E.g.. the two flu- 
ent Formulas (2) and (3) are true in the state depicted in Fig. 2 but false in, say, the state 
{OnTheGround(Lhs).~InTheAir(Lhs).OnTheGround(Rhs),InTheAir(Rhs), 
-Stain}. State construints are fluent formulas which constrain the set of all formally 
possible states. 
The second fundamental notion is that of an action. Actions cause state transitions. Since 
the focus of the paper is on indirect effects, we consider a basic, STRIPS style [3] way of 
specifying the direct effect of an action, namely, by saying which fluents change their truth- 
value when the action is being performed. Action laws serve this purpose: they are of the 
form a(..?) transforms C into E where: 
l .? is a (possibly empty) sequence of pairwise distinct variables; 
. a is an action name of arity equal to the length of x’: 
l C (the condition) and E (the e@ct) are sets of fluent literals (possibly with variables 
chosen from ,?); 
. for any sequence of entities e’ of the same length as .?, both C{_? H Z) and E(.? w 2) 
contain the same fluents (but usually with different polarity). 9 
An example for an action law is 
LiftBoth(x, y) transforms (OnTheGround(x).OnTheGround(g)} 
(5) 
into (1OnTheGround(x),-OnTheGround(y)} 
If S is a state, then an instance w(.? H z] of an action law (Y = a(.?) transforms C into E 
is applicable to S iff C(x’ H 2) C S; the upplicutiorz of this instance to S yields the state 
(S \ C(i t-+ 2)) u E(.; H Z). ‘n 
States resulting from the application of an action law, which concentrates on the 
direct effects, may violate the underlying state constraints. If, for instance. we apply the 
‘) By (X H ?) we mean the simultaneous replacement of each variable in C by the respective entity in 7. 
“I The definition allows two or more simultaneously applicable laws for one and the same action. w that non- 
deterministic actions can be specified. 
aforementioned law for Lif tBoth(Lhs. Rhs) to the state depicted in Fig. 2, then our 
constraint 
V.Y. OnTheGround(x) = -InTheAir(.x) 
no longer holds. This calls for the additional generation of indirect effects. Each single 
indirect effect is obtained according to a C~CULSU~ relntionship. which is of the form 
E causes Q if @ where @ is a fluent formula and both E and Q are fluent literals (possibly 
containing variables). The process of generatin, 0 indirect effects is initialized with the 
state resulting from the direct effects of an action. Additional, indirect effects are then 
computed by (nondeterministically) selecting and (serially) applying causal relationships. 
until eventually a state obtains which satisfies all state constraints. In this way indirect 
effects are causally propaguted, in the terminology of [ 191. Notice that some of the 
‘intermediate’ states may violate one or more steady constraints and thus do not necessarily 
correspond to states which are possible in reality. 
Formally, causal relationships manipulate state-effect pairs (S, E). State S is an 
intermediate result where some but not yet all indirect effects have been accounted for, 
and E contains all direct and indirect effects computed so far. We define an instance 
T(,? ++ 2) of a causal relationship r = & causes Q if @ (with free variables ,?) c~pplicahle 
to (S, E) iff E(.? H 2) E E and @(x H z) A -Q(..? H 2) is true in S. The application of this 
instance to (S. E) yields the pair (S’, 15’) where S’ = (S \ (-e(i w z)]) U {~{x’ H e’}} and 
E’ = (E \ (-~{x’ H 2))) U (Q(; H 21). Put in words, a causal relationship is applicable 
to an intermediate state if the associated context @ holds in that state, if the particular 
indirect effect Q is currently false, and if the cause E is among the current effects. As the 
result of the application the indirect effect Q becomes true in S and is added to E. If R 
is a set of causal relationships, then by (5, E) +q (S’, E’) we denote the existence of an 
element in R whose application to (S, E) yields (S’, E’). We adopt a standard notation in 
writing (S, E) Ap_ (S’. E’) to indicate that there is a (possibly empty) sequence of causal 
relationships in R whose successive application to (5’. E) yields (S’. E’). 
We have somewhat loosely said that indirect effects follow from state constraints. 
Having the formal definition of causal relationships, this correspondence can be stated 
more precisely. A causal relationship & causes Q if @ originates in some state constraint 
if the latter implies @ A c: > Q. However, fundamental to the Ramification Problem is 
the fact that an implication which is a purely logical consequence of a state constraint 
does not necessarily give rise to an indirect effects. Causal relationships thus contain 
more information than the mere state constraints. Yet it is not necessary to draw up the 
valid causal relationships all by hand. They can rather be generated automatically given 
additional domain-specific knowledge-called injuence infi~rmution-of how fluents may 
generally affect each other (see 1211 for details). ’ ’ 
” For example, the causal relationships (4) can be automatically obtained from the underlying state 
constraints (2) and (3). respectively, on the basis of the influence information that OnTheGround may affect 
InTheAir and we versa, and that InTheAir may affect Stain. ,1 critical property of the method described 
in 12 II is that it may yield different sets of causal relationship? for semantically equivalent state constraint\. 
Follovring a suggestion by Javier Pinto. independence of \yntax is achieved by processing the prime implicanth 
of a wl of state conQraints. 
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State constraints are either steady or stabilizing. To which category a constraint belongs 
is domain knowledge and so needs to be part of the specification. The criterion for 
characterizing a state constraint as steady is that not even for an instant a situation 
is imaginable where this constraint is violated. This information passes over to the 
corresponding causal relationships. To summarize, a domain specification consists of: 
l sets of entities and fluents, 
l sets of actions and action laws, 
l sets of steady and stabilizing state constraints, and 
l sets of steady and stabilizing causal relationships. 
The scenario discussed in the second part of the introduction taught us that during the 
application of causal relationships the insertion of an effect with real delay in between 
the generation of steady indirect effects needs to be prohibited. This we can achieve by 
first applying only causal relationships stemming from steady state constraints, until none 
of these constraints is violated any longer. Only thereafter a stabilizing effect may be 
generated, again followed by accounting for all steady effects necessary to satisfy the 
steady constraints, and so on until an overall acceptable state obtains. This strategy is 
formalized in the following definition of a successor state. 
Definition 1. Let C& and Cstb be sets of steady and stabilizing, respectively, state 
constraints, and &d and %&tb be sets of steady and stabilizing, respectively, causal 
relationships. If a is an action and S a state in which all elements of Cstd U&b are true, then 
a state S’ is a SUCC~SSUY of S and u iff the following holds: there is an applicable action law 
instance a transforms C into E and there exist states SO. Sh, . . , S,. S:, and sets of fluent 
literals Eo, Eh, , E,,. E:, (n 3 0) such that So = (S \ C) U E, Eo = E, 
(So, Eo) +z,,d ($3 E;) 
-+R\,~ (SI > EI 1 -~\t,, * (S;,E;) 
. 
and, for each 0 < i < n, all elements of Cstd are true in S,!, and in S,!, also all elements of&b 
are true. 
The following proposition shows that by integrating the distinction between steady and 
stabilizing state constraints and by its formal treatment according to Definition 1, we have 
solved the problem of undesired ‘squeezing-ins’ of indirect effects that occur with a lag as 
discussed in the introduction. 
Proposition 2. Consider the domain specijication consisting I$ 
l the entities Lhs and Rhs, the unaryjkent numes OnTheGround and InTheAir, 
and the nullar)$uent name Stain; 
l the binary action Li f tBoth in conjunction with action law (5); 
l steady state constraint (2) and stabilizing state constraint (3); and 
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l the causul relationships qf (4), of which the top,four are steady while the others ure 
stabilizing. 
Then -St a in holds in the unique sucmssor of 
S= {OnTheGround(Lhs),lInTheAir(Lhs).OnTheGround(Rhs), 
-InTheAir(Rhs).-Stain} 
mdu =LiftRoth(Lhs,Rhs). 
Proof. Let Cstd = f(2)), Cstb = i(3)}, and let &rd and Rsrb consist of the first and 
second half, respectively, of list (4). We first note that state S satisfies Csrd U Cstb and 
that the only applicable action law instance has the effect (-OnTheGround(Lhs), 
-OnTheGround(Rhs)}. So there is a unique pair (So, Eu) to start off, viz. 
SO = (7OnTheGround(Lhs).-InTheAir(Lhs), 
-OnTheGround(Rhs),-InTheAir(Rhs),-Stain). 
E() = {-OnTheGround(Lhs).-OnTheGround(Rhs)}. 
The first component violates &d. Two instances of elements of Rsrd are applicable, 
namely, 
-OnTheGround(Lhs) causes InTheAir(Lhs) if T 
-OnTheGround(Rhs) causes InTheAir(Rhs) if T 
If either of them is applied to (SO, Eu), then the state component of the resulting pair still 
does not satisfy V.X. OnTheGround(x) = -InTheAir(x). The other one of the two 
causal relationships, however, remains applicable-and is then the only one among those 
which are steady. We can thus find a unique (Sh. E;) such that (So, Eo) -$R+~ (S;,, EA). 
viz. 
Sh = {-OnTheGround(Lhs),InTheAir(Lhs). 
-OnTheGround(Rhs),InTheAir(Rhs),-Stain}, 
EA = (1OnTheGround(Lhs),-OnTheGround(Rhs). 
InTheAir(Lhs),InTheAir(Rhs)}. 
All formulas in Cstd U Cstb are true in state S;,, hence the latter is a successor state of S 
and a-in which -Stain holds. Moreover, no further causal relationships, be they steady 
or stabilizing, are applicable to (S;, .I?;), which is why SA is the unique successor. q 
3. Steady versus stabilizing ramifications in the Fluent Calculus 
We proceed with adapting the axiomatization strategy for action domains with 
ramifications of 1211, which is based on the Fluent Calculus, so as to cope with the 
distinction between steady and stabilizing ramifications. As opposed to the Situation 
Calculus [ 161, the Fluent Calculus [ 1,7] employs structured state terms which each consists 
in a collection of the fluent literals that are true in the state being represented. To this end, 
fluent literals are reified, i.e., formally represented as terms. The initial state of our example 
scenario, for instance, could be represented by the term 
OnTheGround(Lhs) o lInTheAir(Lhs) o OnTheGround(Rhs) 
o lInTheAir(Rhs) o-Stain. 
where the negation sign denotes a special unary function and o a special binary function 
which obeys the laws of associativity and commutativity. It has first been argued in [7] that 
this representation technique, which appeals exclusively to classical, i.e., monotonic logic, 
avoids extra axioms to encode the general commonsense law of persistence. The effects 
of actions are modeled by manipulating state terms through removal and addition of sub- 
terms. Then all sub-terms which are not affected by these operations automatically remain 
in the state term, hence continue to being true. In [22] we have presented a novel version 
of the Fluent Calculus as the result of gradually improving the concept of successor state 
axioms [ IS] in view of the inferential aspect of the Frame Problem [ 161 but without losing 
its representational merits. 
In the following, we concentrate on the part of the axiomatization strategy of [ 2 1] which 
requires refinement in order to cope with the subject of the present paper. The original 
axiomatization uses three predicates called, respectively, Possible, Gases and Ram$k. 
Their definitions need to be extended or modified. 
An instance Passihle(.~) is defined to being true iff s is a term which represents a state 
that satisfies all underlying constraints. To this we add an identical definition of a predicate 
Po.s.sibleStd(s), which shall be true iff its argument satisfies just all steady constraints. 
Informally, then, a state which is not fossihle,t~ is truly impossible, while a state which is 
Pos,sihlest~~ but not Possible may occur for an instant but not as a final, stable result of an 
action. Clearly. a correct axiomatization always entails 
V.S. Pos.sih/e(.s) > Pnssi17/eSt~(s). 
Predicate Crzu.se.s(s, e. s’. e’) has been defined as the existence of a causal relationship 
that maps pair (s, e) into pair (s’. e’) (or rather the states and sets of effects being 
represented by (s. e. s’. e’). This we replace by identical definitions of two predicates 
named Cuuse.sstd and Cu~,se.s,~h, in order to distinguish between steady and stabilizing 
causal relationships. 
The only less straightforward modification concerns the predicate Ram&, which models 
the repeated application of causal relationships, i.e., the process of causal propagation. 
More precisely, Ramifi(.s, e. .s’) has been, and shall still be, defined true iff s’ is a 
successor state which can be obtained from the initial state-effect pair (s, e). To reflect 
the interim stages in the new ramification procedure pursued in this paper, we introduce a 
second predicate named R~miJj’,,~(s. e, s’, e’). a valid instance of which shall indicate the 
existence of a (possibly empty) sequence of steady causal relationships whose application 
to the state-effect pair (s, e) yields (s’. e’) such that P~ssihlest~(s’) holds. In essence the 
definitions of Rum~fj and Rum~fistd are reflexive, transitive closures. As this mathematical 
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concept cannot be expressed in first-order logic, we employ the standard way of encoding 
closure by means of second-order formulas, I2 just like in [2 11: 
Rumifyst& e, s’. e’) = 
Possible,&‘) A vn 
V.u,el,s2,e2,s3.e3. 
flh. el, s2, ed A CausesM(.s?, e2, S3. e3) 
1 fl(sl, el, ~3. e3) 
> 
l7(s. e, s’. e’) 
(6) 
VI7 
That is, Ramq>,,d($, e, s’, e’) is true iff (s, e, s’, e’) belongs to the reflexive and transitive 
closure of CUUSeSStd and ifs’ satisfies the underlying steady state constraints. 
Analogously, we define 
Rumifi(.Y. e, s’) = 
Possihle(s’) A 
dsl,el,S2,e:!.Rami~,,d(sl,el.S2,e?l) >fl(s1,el,S2,e2) 
3e’. II(.s, r. s’. e’) 
(7) 
That is, an instance Rumifi(.s, e. s’) holds iff there exists some e’ such that (s, e, s’, e’) 
belongs to the reflexive and transitive closure of joining !&zifi,,d to CUU.WSStb and if 
s’ satisfies the entire state constraints. 
This completes the improvement of the original axiomatization needed to reflect the 
new distinction between steady and stabilizing ramifications. Correctness of the resulting 
encoding with respect to the refined concept of successor state as given in Definition 1 
follows from the relative correctness of our definitions of Ramifi,,d and Rumifi (for a 
proof see Appendix A) and from the main correctness result given in [21]. 
” See, for example. Section 2 in 1 101. 
4. Summary and discussion 
We have shown how ignoring the distinction between steady and stabilizing state 
constraints can lead to anomalous models if indirect effects are accommodated by causal 
propagation. While our key scenario would be treated correctly by existing nonpropagation 
approaches to the Ramification Problem, these are defective if just stabilizing constraints 
interact. In summary, as soon as a domain specification includes stabilizing state constraints 
which give rise to indirect effects, then the latter need to be accounted for by causal 
propagation, and in so doing one had better take into account the different nature of the two 
types of constraints. We have accordingly refined both the theory of causal relationships 
and a suitable Fluent Calculus axiomatization so as to properly deal with this distinction. 
The motivation for distinguishing steady and stabilizing indirect effects is the observa- 
tion that it might be overly credulous to consider possible any order in which additional, 
indirect effects of actions are generated. Not always are all computed chains of indirect ef- 
fects equally likely to happen in reality. The lag between some particular indirect effect and 
its triggering cause may generally be shorter than between another particular effect and its 
cause. An approach to this problem different to the one taken in this paper, is to introduce 
an explicit notion of time, namely, in specifying the exact delay between the occurrence of 
an effect and its cause. This would make an indirect effect a so-called &/UJV~ effect. Yet 
by introducing explicit time one lowers the level of abstraction, which is not necessary, and 
hence unwanted, in many instances of commonsense reasoning about actions and change. 
Even worse, if precise knowledge as to the delays of certain effects is just not available. 
then one needs to introduce some symbolic delay and, more troublesome, to disallow the 
occurrence of intervening actions or events. The Ramification Problem calls for perform- 
ing qualitative reasoning about indirect effects, as opposed to quantitative reasoning. which 
would require precise knowledge of virtually indistinguishable time intervals. Qualitative 
reasoning, which acknowledges the fact that common sense often lacks precise knowledge, 
considers equal all temporal delays between cause and indirect effect-with the exception 
that real delays do need to be distinguished from those which are zero, as we have argued 
in this paper. 
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Appendix A. Proof for Section 3 
We prove that the elaboration described in Section 3 of the axiomatization technique 
of [ 2 1 ] is correct with respect to the elaboration of the theory of causal relationships as 
given by Definition 1. 
Fluent Calculus encodings are characterized by their using a binary function “0” which 
connects reified fluent literals. Below we employ a mapping, denoted by r, which assigns 
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to a set of fluent literals S = {Lt , . , L,} a certain term, the so-called collection t.s = 
L l o . o L,. (This mapping includes the special case to = M.) Using the function o to 
reify conjunctions of fluents requires a set of foundational axioms, namely: 
l three equality axioms (abbreviated ACl) formalizing the laws of associativity. 
commutativity, and unit element (denoted by lil), that is: 
vx.y.z. (xoy)oz = xo(yoz) 
vx, 4’. xoy = VOX 
vx . xou=x; 
. the standard equality axioms (i.e., reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity and substitutiv- 
ity); 
l equational formulas making the whole theory AC 1 -unification complete (see [8]). 
This theory we abbreviate by EUNA, which stands for extended unique name assumption. 
This emphasizes the fact that in being ACl-unification complete, this theory generalizes the 
standard unique name assumption so that two collections are provably unequal whenever 
they are built up from different fluent literals. 
The foregoing preparatory remarks are needed to formally express what it means 
for our axioms which define Ramifi,,d and Ramify, to be correct. We assume given 
correct axiomatizations of state constraints and causal relationships in terms of the 
predicates PossibleStd, Possible, CaU.wsstd and CaUSeSstb along the line of [21]. More 
precisely, suppose given two sets of steady and stabilizing state constraints, Csrd and 
Cstb, and two sets of steady and stabilizing causal relationships, Rstd and R&. Let then 
x(&d, Cstb, %&td, Rstb) be a theory consisting of: 
(1) the theory EUNA; 
(2) definitions of PossibleStd and Possible such that if S is a state, then 
(a) S satisfies Cstd iff c k Possible,t,j(ts), and 
(b) S satisfies Cstd U Cstb iff z /= Possible(rs); 
(3) definitions of CUuSeSstd and CaUSeSstb such that if S is a state, E a set of fluent 
literals, and s’, e’ two collections of fluent literals, then: 
(a) c b Cau&?s,td(rS, SE, s’. e’) iff there exist two sets of fluent literals S’, E’ such 
that EUNA /= s’ = ss’ A e’ = TE’ and (S, E) ~~~~~ (S’. E’), and 
(b) z k CUUSeLS,tb(tS, rE, s’, e’) iff there exist two sets of fluent hterals S’, E’ such 
that EUNA b s’ = ts~ A e’ = TE’ and (S, E) --R~,~ (S’. E’). 
On this basis we can prove correctness of our axioms of Section 3. 
Theorem 3. Let C&d and Cstb be sets of steady and stabilizing, respectively, state 
constraints, and T&d and T?& be sets of steady and stabilizing, respectively, causal 
relationships. Let c* be C(Cstd, &b, %&td, T&b) augmented by the axioms (6) and (7). 
Consider a .state S, a set effluent literals E. and a collection of,fluent literals s^. Then, 
c* /= Ramzfy(ts, SE, s^) 
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#there exist states So. SA. . . . S,, , SA and sets ofjluent literals Eo, Eh, . . . , E,, Ei, (n > 0) 
such that SO = S, Eo = E, EUNA /= i = TS;,, 
(So> Eo) %zstd (S& E,$ 
wR\tb (SIT El )-%& (4 ’ E; ) 
(8) 
. 
and, ,for each 0 < i < n, all elements of C& are true in S,!, and in SL also all elements 
of&b are true. 
Proof. Let n 3 0, fix some i = 0, . , n, and let s:, ei be two collections of fluent 
literals and Si a state and EL a set of fluent literals. Following the standard semantics 
of second-order logic (see, e.g., [lo]), the second conjunct in the right hand side 
of the equivalence in (6) is true under Z* for {s H rs,, e H rE,, s’ H So!, e H ei} iff 
(ss, . SET). (si, ei) belongs to the reflexive and transitive closure of CaUSe&td, that is, iff 
there are terms (0, ~0, , [k, qk (k 3 0) such that <u = t.s, , ~0 = SE,, {k = s(, nk = ei, 
and C* /= Causes,td({j, qj, {j+), vj+l) for all 0 < j < k. According to the assumption 
about the axiomatization of CaUSeSsrd in C, the latter holds iff there exist two sets of 
fluent literals Si, El such that EUNA /= s,! = T~J A ei = TV: and (Si , Ei) ~~~~~ (S,!, E(). The 
first conjunct in the right hand side of (6) additionally ensures that state Si satisfies Cstd, 
again according to the assumption about c. To summarize, c* k Ramifi,,d( t$ , SE, , si, e:) 
iff (S;, E;) A,R,~~ (S,!, Ei) for some S,!. El such that EUNA b s( = tS! A ei = SE’ and all 
/ , 
constraints in &d are true in S,!. 
Now, let s = rs and e = rE The second conjunct in the right hand side of the equivalence 
in (7) is true under .E* iff there exists some t? such that (s, e), (.t, g) belongs to the reflexive 
and transitive closure of joining Rami$jstd and Cause&&,. According to the assumption 
about C and the correctness of C* with respect to Ramifi,,d as just proved, this is 
equivalent to the existence of two sets of fluent literals S. i such that: 
l EUNA~.~=~S~\=~~; 
l derivation (8) holds for Su = S, Eo = E, Sl, = i and Ei, = &; and 
l for each 0 < i < n , all elements of Cstd are true in Si. 
Again according to the assumption about C, the first conjunct in the right hand side of (7) 
additionally ensures that S satisfies both Cstd and Cstb, which completes the proof. 0 
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